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CUSTOM CUT RISER, AND REST COVERS NOW AVAILABLE FROM
CHERRYHILL OUTDOORS
GREENVILLE, PA (September 15thst, 2005) – Cherryhill Outdoors announces the
addition of a group of quiet kits for archery products to its Fast-Draw line of items. Quiet
kits are currently available to cover bow risers for many makes and models of hunting
bows, and some of the popular drop away rests.
The riser quiet kits contain an adhesive cover custom cut to the precise profile of the bow
riser including all holes. The “Quiet Skin” material is less than half the thickness of
standard moleskin and does not deflect fletching or affect arrow flight. The riser covers
wrap around the front corner of the riser and substantially reduce noise caused by arrow
contact with the riser.
The rest quiet kit contains 2 custom cut covers made from Quiet Skin material that is
custom fit to wrap around the drop away fingers of the rest and stick to its self. The kit
also contains 2 cut to fit nest liners to fit an arrow nest mounted on the riser or integrated
into the rest finger, and a closed cell adhesive backed bumper to quiet contact between
the rest and riser. The quiet kit nearly eliminates all noise caused when drawing or
letting down a drawn bow, and prevents metal on metal, or metal hard plastic contact, and
noise when an arrow inadvertently hops on the rest during the draw cycle. The nest liner
prevents any draw noise from the nest and any potential squeaks that may result when
drawing a clean arrow over a flexible nest.
The riser and rest covers are applied by first cleaning the application area with rubbing
alcohol, peeling the backing from the water proof adhesive, and applying pressure when
in location. The Quiet Skin material is supplied in Mossy Oak New Break-Up
camouflage finish, resists piling, and is extremely durable.

Additional makes and models of bow and bow accessories will have quiet kits developed
for them in the coming months.
Although national distribution of the Fast-Draw product is scheduled for Spring 2006; the
products are currently available though archery pro-shops and retailers listed on the
companies’ web site and by direct sale at www.cherryhilloutdoors.com.
###
For more information on the Fast-Draw 3 position bow holder and to obtain electronic
versions of the photo(s), contact: sales department, Cherryhill Outdoors, 1513 Methodist
Road, Greenville, PA 16125.
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